The theoretical structure of the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is briefly described. An outline of Higgs phenomenology at future lepton colliders is presented, and some opportunities for probing the physics of the MSSM Higgs sector at an e − e − collider are considered.
Review of the MSSM Higgs Sector
The Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) contains the Standard Model particle spectrum and the corresponding supersymmetric partners. 1,2,3 In addition, the MSSM must possess two Higgs doublets in order to give masses to up and down type fermions in a manner consistent with supersymmetry (and to avoid gauge anomalies introduced by the fermionic superpartners of the Higgs bosons). In particular, the MSSM Higgs sector is a CP-conserving two-Higgs-doublet model, which can be parameterized at tree-level in terms of two Higgs sector parameters. This structure arises due to constraints imposed by supersymmetry that fix the Higgs quartic couplings in terms of electroweak gauge coupling constants.
Let Φ 1 and Φ 2 denote two complex Y = 1, SU(2) L doublet scalar fields. The most general gauge invariant CP-conserving scalar potential is given by V = m 
Of particular note is the tree-level upper bound of the mass of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, m h 0 ≤ m Z | cos 2β|. If this prediction were exact, it would imply that the Higgs boson must be discovered at the LEP-2 collider during its 1998 run, assuming the expected center-of-mass energy of 190 GeV is achieved with an integrated luminosity of 150 pb 
where Mt is the (approximate) common mass of the top-squarks. Observe that the Higgs mass upper bound is very sensitive to the value of the top mass and depends logarithmically on the top-squark masses. Although eq. (13) provides a rough guide to the Higgs mass upper bound, it is not sufficiently precise for LEP-2 phenomenology, whose Higgs mass reach depends delicately on the MSSM parameters. In addition, in order to perform precision Higgs measurements and make comparisons with theory, more accurate predictions for the Higgs sector masses are required. The formula for the full one-loop radiative corrected Higgs mass has been obtained in the literature, although it is very complicated since it depends in detail on the virtual contributions of the MSSM spectrum. 6 Moreover, if the supersymmetry breaking scale is larger than a few hundred GeV, then renormalization group (RG) methods are essential for summing up the effects of large logarithms and obtaining an accurate prediction. The computation of the RG-improved one-loop corrections requires numerical integration of a coupled set of renormalization group equations. 7 (The dominant two-loop next-to-leading logarithmic results are also known. 8 ) Although this program has been carried out in the literature, the procedure is unwieldy and not easily amenable to large-scale Monte-Carlo analyses. In Refs. 9 and 10, a simple analytic procedure for accurately approximating m h 0 has been presented. This method can be easily implemented, and incorporate both the leading one-loop and two-loop effects and the RG-improvement. Also included are the leading effects at one loop of supersymmetric thresholds (the most important effects of this type arise from third-generation squark mixing). Here, I shall simply quote two specific bounds, assuming m t = 175 GeV and Mt < ∼ 1 TeV: m h 0 < ∼ 112 GeV if top-squark mixing is negligible, while m h 0 < ∼ 125 GeV if top-squark mixing is "maximal". Maximal mixing corresponds to an off-diagonal squark squared-mass that produces the largest value of m h 0 . This mixing leads to an extremely large splitting of top-squark mass eigenstates. Current state-of-the-art calculations can obtain a mass bound for the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM that is reliable to within a few GeV.
Radiative corrections also modify the tree-level prediction for the masses of H 0 and H ± . However, the corrections are always smaller than the corrections to m h 0 discussed above.
a It should be noted that m H ± ≥ m W is also not a strict bound when the one-loop corrections are included, although this tree-level bound does hold approximately over most of MSSM parameter space (and can be significantly violated only when m A 0 < ∼ m Z and tan β is well below 1, a region of parameter space that is theoretically and phenomenologically disfavored).
Having reviewed the dependence of the MSSM Higgs masses on the model parameters, I now turn to the tree-level Higgs couplings. The Higgs couplings to gauge bosons follow from gauge invariance and are thus model independent. For example, the couplings of the two CP-even Higgs bosons to W and Z pairs are given by
where
There are no tree-level couplings of A 0 or H ± to V V . Gauge invariance also determines the strength of the trilinear couplings of one gauge boson to two Higgs bosons. For example,
a More precisely, the corrections to In the examples shown above, some of the couplings can be suppressed if either sin(β − α) or cos(β − α) is very small. Note that all the vector boson-Higgs boson couplings cannot vanish simultaneously. From the expressions above, we see that the following tree-level sum rules must hold separately for V = W and Z:
These results are a consequence of the tree-unitarity of the electroweak theory. 11 Moreover, if we focus on a given CP-even Higgs state, we note that its couplings to V V and A 0 V cannot be simultaneously suppressed, since eqs. (14)- (16) imply that 12
for 
Note in particular that all vertices in the theory that contain at least one vector boson and exactly one of the non-minimal Higgs boson states (H 0 , A 0 or H ± ) are proportional to cos(β − α).
In contrast to the above results, none of the Higgs self-couplings and Higgsfermion couplings vanish if either sin(β − α) = 0 or cos(β − α) = 0. The three-point and four-point Higgs self-couplings depend on the parameters of the two-Higgsdoublet potential [eq. (1)]. In the MSSM, the tree-level four-point self-couplings are fixed in terms of the electroweak gauge couplings by virtue of eq. (2). The three-point couplings are dimensionful, so they depend additionally on v and tan β. A complete list of these couplings can be found in the appendices of Ref. 13 .
Supersymmetry imposes a particular structure on the coupling of the Higgs bosons to the fermions. In particular, one Higgs doublet (before symmetry breaking) couples exclusively to down-type fermions and the other Higgs doublet couples exclusively to up-type fermions. As a result, the charged Higgs boson coupling to fermion pairs (with all particles pointing into the vertex) is given by
where the notation of the 3rd family has been employed, and the effects of intergenerational mixing (which depends in the same way on the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa mixing matrix as the usual weak charged current couplings) have been omitted. The neutral Higgs bosons couplings to ff are flavor diagonal, and are listed below using 3rd family notation, relative to the Standard Model value, gm f /2m W :
where the γ 5 indicates a pseudoscalar coupling. All tree-level couplings discussed above are modified by radiative corrections. In a first approximation, one can consider the modifications to the couplings that arise through the renormalization of the CP-even Higgs mixing angle α. This simply requires a computation of the radiatively-corrected CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix. By diagonalizing this matrix, one extracts the radiatively corrected value of α. 15 The parameter tan β is by assumption an input parameter.
b The most significant implication of this procedure is the renormalization of cos(β − α), shown in Fig. 1 , which governs many of the couplings listed above. However, this approximation clearly misses some of the radiative corrections that arise from the radiatively corrected three-point (and four-point) vertex functions. In most cases, these corrections are not expected to be large, although a full set of Higgs coupling radiative corrections will be required to analyze future Higgs precision measurements.
The Decoupling Limit
The pattern of tree-level couplings exhibited in Section 1 can be understood in the context of the decoupling limit of the two-Higgs-doublet model. 16,17 First, consider the Standard Model Higgs boson (h 0 SM ). At tree-level, the Higgs quartic self-coupling is related to its mass: λ = m
2 . This means that one cannot take
arbitrarily large without the attendant growth in λ. That is, the heavy Higgs b This is a somewhat subtle issue, since one must define the input parameters of the theory through some suitable physical process. Perhaps the simplest procedure is to work with a minimallysubtracted definition for tan β. Then, one can express all observables in terms of this definition. Eventually, a global fit to the observables of the Higgs and higgsino sectors can be used to experimentally determine the value of tan β. limit in the Standard Model exhibits non-decoupling. In models of a non-minimal Higgs sector, the situation is more complex. In some models, it is not possible to take any Higgs mass much larger than O(v) without finding at least one strong Higgs self-coupling. In models such as the MSSM, one finds that the non-minimal Higgs boson masses can be taken large at fixed Higgs self-couplings. More generally, such behavior can arise in models that possess one (or more) off-diagonal squaredmass parameters in addition to the diagonal scalar squared-masses. When the offdiagonal squared-mass parameters are taken large [keeping the dimensionless Higgs self-couplings fixed and < ∼ O (1) In the MSSM, the decoupling limit corresponds to the limit of m A 0 ≫ m Z . In this case, the tree-level Higgs masses take on a particularly simple form
A number of consequences are immediately apparent. First, Although the radiative corrections to the Higgs masses can have a profound effect on the phenomenology, the overall size of such corrections is never larger than O(m Z ). As a result, the tree-level implications of decoupling for Higgs masses and couplings remain valid when radiative corrections are taken into account. This observation is supported by the results displayed in Fig. 1 . Although the renormalized value of cos(β − α) is somewhat enhanced above its tree-level value, it continues to vanish up to corrections of O(m 2 Z /m 2 A 0 ) in the decoupling limit. It is not unlikely that the first Higgs state to be discovered will be experimentally indistinguishable from the Standard Model Higgs boson. This occurs in many theoretical models that exhibit the decoupling of heavy scalar states. As noted above, in the decoupling limit the lightest Higgs state, h 0 , is a neutral CP-even scalar with properties nearly identical to those of the h . In addition, it is crucial to directly detect and explore the properties of the non-minimal Higgs bosons. To accomplish these goals, future colliders of the highest possible energies and luminosities are essential.
Higgs Hunting at Future Lepton Colliders
Higgs hunting at future colliders will consist of three phases. Phase one is the initial Higgs boson search in which a Higgs signal is found and confirmed as evidence for new phenomena not described by Standard Model background. Phase two will address the question: should the signal be identified with Higgs physics? Finally, phase three will consist of a detailed probe of the Higgs sector and precise measurements of Higgs sector observables.
The potential for the discovery of the Higgs boson at future colliders is well documented. 18,19,20 Here, I shall briefly focus on the Higgs searches at a future (and hopefully, next) e + e − linear collider (NLC). The light CP-even Higgs boson is detected at the NLC via two processes. The first involves the extension of the LEP-2 search for
to higher energies. In addition, a second process can also be significant: the (virtual)
The fusion cross section grows logarithmically with the center-of-mass energy and becomes the dominant Higgs production process at large √ s/m h 0 . The NLC provides complete coverage of the MSSM Higgs sector parameter space once the centerof-mass energy is above 300 GeV. This conclusion is a consequence of the MSSM upper bound, m h 0 < ∼ 125 GeV, discussed in Section 1. Note that it is possible that the coupling of h 0 to vector boson pairs is suppressed if sin(β − α) ∼ 0. In this case, h 0 will not be observable in the channels listed above. However according to Fig. 1 , sin(β − α) ≪ 1 occurs only for small values of m A 0 and large tan β. In this case, we note that the Zh 0 A 0 coupling, which is proportional to cos(β − α), is unsuppressed. In this regard, the sum rule of eq. (18) , then we know that the Higgs sector is far from the decoupling limit. This will be true only if the non-minimal Higgs sector states (A 0 , H 0 , and H ± ) are all d The corresponding ZZ fusion process, e + e − → e + e − Z * Z * → e + e − h 0 is suppressed by about a factor of ten relative to the W + W − fusion process. Nevertheless, at large √ s/m h 0 , the ZZ → h 0 fusion rate compares favorably to that of e + e − → Zh 0 . As a result, the ZZ fusion process can be used in some cases to study Higgs properties. e Although e + e − → h 0 A 0 is kinematically allowed when √ s/2 < ∼ m A 0 ≤ √ s − m h 0 , the rate for this process is suppressed (due to the suppression of the ZA 0 h 0 coupling in the decoupling limit).
rather light, with masses of O(m Z ). This would present a considerable opportunity for the NLC to probe the details of the MSSM Higgs sector. In particular, the processes e + e − → Zh 0 , ZH 0 , h 0 A 0 , H 0 A 0 and H + H − would all be observable at NLC running at or above its nominal center-of-mass energy of √ s = 500 GeV. In contrast, if none of the non-minimal Higgs sector states are observed at the NLC, then the decoupling limit must be in effect.
The phenomenological consequences of the decoupling regime are both disappointing and challenging. In this case, h 0 (once discovered) will exhibit all the expected properties of h 0 SM
. In order to confirm the existence of the non-minimal Higgs sector, one must either detect a deviation from Standard Model Higgs physics via precision measurements of h 0 , or directly detect the non-minimal Higgs states and explore their properties. Clearly, the main obstacle for the discovery of nonminimal Higgs states at the NLC is the limit of the center-of-mass energy, which determines the upper limit of the Higgs boson discovery reach. In particular, because of the suppressed Higgs boson-gauge boson couplings in the decoupling limit, the production of a single heavy non-minimal Higgs state in association with either h 0 or Z is suppressed, even if the process is kinematically allowed [e.g., recall the footnote below eq. (25)]. The coupling of the Z to two heavy non-minimal Higgs states (all approximately equal in mass to m A 0 ) is unsuppressed; however, the corresponding processes are kinematically forbidden for √ s < ∼ 2m A 0 . Thus, the heavy Higgs states of the MSSM can be produced in sufficient number and detected only if √ s > ∼ 2m A 0 . 17 The discovery reach could in principle be extended by employing the γγ collider mode of the NLC. In the latter case, the heavy neutral Higgs states can be produced singly by s-channel resonance production. In this mode of operation, the search for γγ → A 0 and γγ → H 0 can somewhat improve the non-minimal Higgs mass discovery reach of the NLC. 21
Higgs Boson Production at an
Among all the NLC Higgs production mechanisms cited in Section 3, only ZZfusion is applicable for Higgs production at an e − e − collider. The leading single Higgs production mechanism at an e − e − collider is:
where Z * is a virtual Z boson. masses, the ZZ-fusion rates become significantly smaller. However, as noted in the footnote preceding eq. (24), the rate for ZZ-fusion can become appreciable in size relative to e + e − → Zh 0 for large √ s/m h 0 . If the Higgs boson decays invisibly, g then both processes provide the possibility of indirect Higgs detection by measuring the invariant mass of the system that recoils against the Higgs boson. 24 Let us now consider the possibility of double Higgs production at an e − e − collider. Double Higgs production can only occur via gauge boson fusion, and results in four body final states: e − e − → ℓℓHH, where H is a charged or neutral Higgs boson and ℓ is either an electron or ν e . Cross-sections for these processes are known to be quite small. Nevertheless, if any of these processes could be detected, it could provide a very sensitive test of the underlying Higgs boson dynamics. In particular, such processes can probe some of the triple Higgs couplings, which would provide a direct measure of the Higgs potential. In the context of the MSSM, one could perhaps verify that the Higgs self-couplings are given by gauge couplings as discussed in Section 1. Unfortunately, there are only a few cases where the measurement of Higgs self-couplings at the NLC has been shown to be viable. 25 In particular, the four-body phase space leads to a substantial suppression that could only be overcome by machines of the highest possible energies and luminosities.
The corresponding calculations for double Higgs production at e − e − colliders have not yet been carried out systematically. An initial study was reported in Ref. 26 . Here, I shall indicate the complete set of double Higgs processes that can be produced in e − e − collisions. Detailed calculations will not be provided here, although general expectations based on the decoupling limit will be indicated. The mechanism for double Higgs production is vector boson fusion (symbolically indicated by V V → HH). Each electron can emit either a virtual W − , Z or photon. In Table 1 , I list the possible fusion mechanisms and the corresponding Higgs bosons that can appear in the final state.
The last column of Table 1 indicates whether the process is suppressed in the decoupling limit. The case of H − H − fusion is particularly noteworthy. As shown in Ref. 26 , there are a number of contributions to the amplitude for W − W − → H − H − , corresponding to the t-channel and u-channel exchange of h 0 , H 0 and A 0 . In the decoupling limit (where m H 0 ≃ m A 0 ), the t-channel amplitude is proportional to
The u-channel amplitude behaves similarly (i.e., simply interchange t and u). Thus, in the decoupling limit, where cos 2 (β − α) ≪ 1, we see that double charged Higgs production is suppressed.
The above considerations are based on a tree-level analysis and are confirmed in Ref. 26 . However, Ref. 26 goes on to argue that the cancelation illustrated in eq. (27) is significantly softened when radiative corrections are taken into account. In a first 
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approximation, one can account for the radiative corrections by computing the radiatively corrected CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix, and extracting the the corresponding CP-even Higgs mixing angle α, as discussed at the end of Section 1.
The radiatively-corrected value of cos 2 (β − α) (shown in Fig. 1 ) would then be employed in eq. (27) . This procedure would result in a slight enhancement of the H − H − production cross section due to a slightly larger value for the radiativelycorrected cos 2 (β − α). However, the resulting cross section would still exhibit the decoupling limit suppression in apparent conflict with the results of Ref. 26 . In this case, a better computation is needed, in which genuine radiative corrections to the full scattering amplitude are also calculated. It is possible that one could find new terms at one-loop which do not vanish in the decoupling limit.
h Whether such terms lead to a significant enhancement of the H − H − production amplitude remains to be checked.
Nevertheless, I believe that the behavior of the tree-level amplitudes in the decoupling limit does provide a rough guide to the likely size of the double Higgs production rates. It should be noted that the ZZ fusion processes can involve schannel Higgs exchange; thus these processes are potentially sensitive to triple Higgs couplings. Finally, only tree-level γγ fusion processes are listed in Table 1 . With the exception of a γγ collider, the γγ fusion processes through a loop to a pair of Higgs bosons is suppressed relative to the tree-level processes of Table 1 .
For completeness, one can also consider Higgs boson production in association with vector bosons via gauge boson fusion (indicated symbolically by V V → V H). Again, these processes are severely suppressed by the four-body phase space. Additional suppressions in the decoupling limit can also occur, as exhibited in Table 2 .
Of course, if all the non-minimal Higgs states have mass of O(m Z ), indicating a substantial deviation from the decoupling limit, then the attendant factors of cos 2 (β − α) in the rates for HH and HV production will not result in a significant suppression. In this case, the "decoupling" columns of Tables 1 and 2 are no longer relevant. Moreover, the relatively light final state Higgs masses could allow for a study of HH and HV production at a very high energy e − e − collider of sufficient h However, such terms cannot be logarithmically enhanced. 
